
Creative Arts Community Board
Meeting
Sunday April 18, 2021

─

Attendees
Maureen O’Hara, Debra Chase, Susan Schenk, Cynthia Schubert, Elvina Taylor, Kelly White,
Connie Cheifetz, Sarah Wolf Newlands, Karen Bassett, Carolyn Hazel Drake

Agenda

Last Meeting Follow-up
1. March Minutes- Approved

Treasurer’s Report- Karen Bassett

Income:

CAC Merchandise $32.81

Total Monthly Income $32.81

Expenses

G-Suite -$18.00

Shopify -$86.00

Taxes- E-file 990 -$69.99

Kristin-Webmaster -$160.00

Printful -$20.94
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Total Monthly Expenses -$354.94

CAC account balances

KeyBank checking $8,026.40

KeyBank Savings $45,274.36

PayPal $3,399.13

Total Amount $56,699.89

CAC Menucha Partnership Committee: Kelly

Kelly shared a document with discussion points with Menucha.   First meeting was mostly
around registration and setting a date when registration begins.  CAC community will be
able to register for the first 48 hours and then Menucha will open it up to all.

Teachers will probably be in Lindsay, meals will be boxed. Prices are reasonable and similar
to our past rates. There will be one porta-potty for the kennel space.

We can request campers to be vaccinated but we cannot require it.

Campers from the same household/pod and those who are vaccinated can request to
share a room.

Teachers pay.  This year we will pay $1000.00 to each teacher regardless of class size
(unless over 10 students then the teacher will be paid $100.00 per additional student).

This year CAC has agreed to make up the difference if the class has less than 10 (if the
decision is made to have the class) so that each teacher gets $1000.00.

There is still a lot to work out.

Please send any questions you may have to Kelly

Newsletter-

Connie writes the draft, Cynthia proofreads and Kristin adds the graphics.

The next newsletter will come out 1 week before registration and will focus on the details
of registration.

Is the newsletter on the website? Connie will talk to Kristin about adding a page on the
website.  An archive of newsletters would be nice to have there as well.
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New Committees and Outreach

See Susan’s email for current committees and membership.

Mary Taylor may be interested in being on the board. Susan to reach out and find out what
her  interests and strengths are.

Teacher recruitment- Cynthia

Cynthia has created a letter and was asking for recommendations and ideas for where to
post. Carolyn will share with PPS art teachers and art museum Sarah will share with PSU art
teachers. Also to be placed on the website for Summer 2022 with a deadline for
applications.

Scholarship Committee

Discussion around how many scholarships to provide this year. 5 or 6?

Also the John Kinyon scholarship was discussed and how to award.

Scholarship to meet in the next week or so, Karen will check to see what money we have
available.

Christine retired from Menucha- we discussed gifting her the registration fee and Menucha
would pay for room and board.

Founders Award- Susan was awarded last year but did not get to use.  She will be able to
use this year

Additional Items
Menucha Summer fair- the Saturday between camp to be discussed once we have
more information.

Where are the scholarship files? Kelly and Deb will go through the files that they
have

Workday at Menucha- date to be shared in newsletter

Location of photographs- who has the box? Karen may have some and will email
Deb, Deb will check with Kristin as well.

Action Items
1. Send Kelly your questions regarding camp
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2. If you are going to camp this summer email Kelly your class selection
3. Scholarship committee to meet
4. Susan sending card to Menucha for Lynn from CAC
5. Susan to reach out to Mary Taylor

Next Meeting Agenda Items
Next Meeting: May 16, 2021


